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Abstract Shear-wave velocity anisotropy is present throughout the earth. The strength and9

orientation of anisotropy can be observed by shear-wave splitting (birefringence) accumulated be-10

tween earthquake sources and receivers. Seismic deployments are getting ever larger, increasing11

the number of earthquakes detected and the number of source-receiver pairs. Here, we present a12

new so�ware package, SWSPy, that fully automates shear-wave splitting analysis, useful for large13

datasets. The so�ware is written in python, so it can be easily integrated into existing workflows.14

Furthermore, seismic anisotropy studies typically make a single-layer approximation, but in this15

work we describe a new method for measuring anisotropy for multi-layered media, which is also16

implemented. We demonstrate the performance of SWSPy for a range of geological settings, from17

glaciers to Earth’s mantle. We show how the package facilitates interpretation of an extensive18

dataset at a volcano, and how the new multi-layer method performs on synthetic and real-world19

data. The automated nature of SWSPy and the discrimination of multi-layer anisotropy will im-20

prove thequantificationof seismicanisotropy, especially for tomographicapplications. Themethod21

is also relevant for removinganisotropice�ects, important forapplications including full-waveform22

inversion andmoment magnitude analysis.23

1 Introduction24

Shear-wave velocity anisotropy is present in various media on Earth, from the mantle to the crust and even near-25

surface structures such as the cryosphere (Crampin and Chastin, ����; Savage, ����; Harland et al., ����). This26

anisotropy can bemeasured using the phenomenon of shear-wave splitting, or seismic birefringence (Crampin, ����;27

Silver and Chan, ����). As a shear-wave propagates through a transversely anisotropic medium, it splits into two28

quasi-shear-waves, the fast and slow shear-waves (see Figure �). This anisotropy can be caused by multiple factors,29

⇤Corresponding author: thomas.hudson@earth.ox.ac.uk
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including crystallographic-preferred orientation and shape-preferred orientation anisotropy (Kendall, ����). Shear-30

wave splitting can be used to measure the anisotropic orientation of the fabric fast-direction, with the strength of31

anisotropy quanti�ed by the delay-time between the fast and slow shear-waves.32

Shear-wave velocity anisotropy has various applications related to past and present strain and deformation. In33

the mantle, one can image shear and mineral transitions (Savage, ����; Liptai et al., ����; Wolf et al., ����; Wookey34

and Kendall, ����; Vinnik et al., ����; Sicilia et al., ����). In the crust, one can image the orientation of fractures35

at volcanoes (Savage et al., ����; Johnson et al., ����; Bacon et al., ����; Nowacki et al., ����; Hudson et al., ����)36

and hydrocarbon or CO2 storage reservoirs (Verdon and Kendall, ����; Baird et al., ����), for example. At Earth0s37

surface, anisotropy can be used to infer the accumulation of strain and past deformation in ice streams (Harland38

et al., ����; Smith et al., ����; Kufner et al., ����; Hudson et al., ����) and crevasse fracture networks (Gajek et al.,39

����). It is also useful to measure shear-wave velocity anisotropy since its e�ects may need to be compensated for.40

In full-waveform inversion, if anisotropy is either not adequately modelled or removed then it will not be possible41

to reconcile phase and amplitude mis�t. Similarly, shear-wave splitting may result in spurious/ambiguous S-wave42

phase arrival time picks, a�ecting travel-time velocity results. The energy partitioning may also a�ect earthquake43

spectra measurements that are used for calculating earthquake moment release. Furthermore, the majority of stud-44

ies to date assume a single e�ective layer of anisotropy. However, for many systems there may actually be a number45

of layers with di�erent anisotropic properties. A means of measuring multi-layer anisotropy is important to more46

fully describe the physical properties of such systems or if one wishes to more comprehensively remove anisotropic47

e�ects.48

Here, we describe SWSPy, a new, open-source so�ware package for shear-wave splitting analysis. The package is49

implemented in python, so that it is familiar to a wide community of users, can easily be implemented into existing50

work�ows, is straight forward to install, is parallelised, and can be deployed onHigh Performance Computing (HPC)51

architecture. SWSPy is speci�cally designed to be a fully automatedmethod, which canprocess large seismic datasets52

of thousands of events at thousands of receivers. This is important since recent advances in seismic instrumentation53

and data storage now enable datasets comprising orders of magnitude more receivers to be deployed, reducing the54

magnitude of completeness with a corresponding increase in number of detected earthquakes. Although the pack-55

age is implemented in python, the most computationally expensive component is compiled to maximise e�ciency.56

SWSPy also supports a three-dimensional splitting measurement (using the coordinate system of Walsh et al., ����)57

and can be applied to analyse shear-wave splitting formulti-layer scenarios. SWSPy therefore complements other ex-58

isting semi-automated, single-layer shear-wave splittingpackages (Wuestefeld et al., ����; Savage et al., ����;Mroczek59

et al., ����; Spingos et al., ����). In this study we describe the method and provide a set of examples evidencing the60

performance of the so�ware.61

2 Methods62

Shear-wave splitting through an anisotropic mediumwith a single dominant fabric can be described by two parame-63

ters: the delay-time �t between the fast and slow S-wave arrivals; and�, the direction of polarisation of the fast S-wave64

in the plane transverse to propagation (see Figure �). Variousmethods exist formeasuring these quantities, including65
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Figure 1 Schematic example of shear-wave splitting throughmultiple layers with di�erently oriented fabrics.

cross-correlation (Bowman and Ando, ����), splitting intensity (Chevrot, ����), and the eigenvalue method (Walsh66

et al., ����; Silver and Chan, ����; Teanby et al., ����; Wuestefeld et al., ����). The method used here for shear-wave67

splitting analysis is the eigenvalue method (Silver and Chan, ����; Teanby et al., ����). Below we describe the exact68

formulation of the eigenvalue method implemented in SWSPy, �rst for a single anisotropic layer, before expanding69

the theory to measure shear-wave splitting for multiple layers of anisotropy.70

2.1 The eigenvaluemethod for a single layer71

The eigenvalue method used to measure shear-wave splitting in SWSPy comprises the following steps, for S-wave72

arrivals at each receiver, for all earthquakes:73

�. Load in the data and perform any necessary preprocessing.74

�. Rotate data into the LQT (propagation, vertical-transverse, horizontal-transverse) coordinate system.75

�. Calculate the ratio of the�rst and second eigenvlaues (�1, �2), �2
�1
, for all possible fast directions and delay times76
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for the optimal splitting parameters (�t,�).77

�. Perform clustering analysis to �nd optimal splitting parameters corresponding to minimum �2
�1
.78

�. Calculate the quality measure,QW (Wuestefeld et al., ����), if desired.79

�. Calculate the S-wave source polarisation from the shear-wave splitting corrected particle motions.80

�. Convert splitting parameter results from LQT to ZNE coordinate system.81

2.1.1 Preprocessing82

First the data is preprocessed. This involves detrending the data and performing any desired �ltering to remove83

noise while still preserving the S-wave signal. The data can then be upsampled or downsampled, depending upon84

the native sampling rate and desired computational e�ciency. Upsampling the data allows one to resolve �t more85

precisely, but comes at a computational cost. Upsampling is performed using the weighted average slopes method.86

Conversely, downsampling decreases the precision of �t measurements but decreases the computational cost by87

reducing the grid-search over the �t � � space. Instrument response may also be removed at this stage, which is88

important if S-wave energy falls outside the constant instrument response band of the instrument.89

2.1.2 Rotation into the LQT coordinate system90

The three-component (ZNE) data are then converted into the LQT coordinate system (see Figure �). This requires91

knowledge of the back-azimuth and incidence angle of the ray at the receiver. Rotating the waveforms into the LQT92

coordinate system allows shear-wave splitting parameters to be measured in �D and allows one to trivially use bore-93

hole as well as surface instruments. Walsh et al. (����) provide a useful overview of the various coordinate systems94

that we adopt in this work. SWSPy allows the user to specify to measure splitting in the ZNE coordinate system,95

which arti�cially �xes the incidence angle at 0o from vertical. This assumption is valid for situations where there is a96

steeply decreasing velocity gradient over multiple wavelengths, typical for the geological setting of most shear-wave97

splitting studies to date.98

2.1.3 Finding optimal splitting parameters99

Once the data are rotated, one can perform a grid-search to �nd the optimal splitting parameters, �t and �, that lin-100

earise the data best (energy is maximised in the P-plane and minimised in the A-plane, see Figure �). This is the101

splitting method described in Silver and Chan (����). For each possible �t-� combination, Q(t) and T(t) are rotated102

by � clockwise in the QT-plane before Q(t) and T(t) are shi�ed forward and backward in time, respectively, by �t/2.103

We then construct a covariance matrix of the Q(t) and T(t) traces and �nd the eigenvalues of this matrix. The ratio of104

the �rst and second eigenvalues (�2/�1) describes the linearity of the particle motion in the QT-plane, with smaller105

ratios indicating greater linearity of the data. The ratio �2
�1
rather than �1

�2
is used to maximise stability of the solution106

(Wuestefeld et al., ����). The �t-� space for an earthquake is shown in Figure �f. The grid-search is themost computa-107

tionally intensive step, with the computational cost dependent upon the resolution of both �t and �. Tominimise the108

computational cost, we use the numba compiler (Lam et al., ����) to wrap the function performing the grid search,109

allowing it to run as machine code.110
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Figure 2 Overview of various coordinate systems. a. LQT and BPA coordinate systems in the vertical plane, with the fast (f̂ )
and slow (ŝ) directions labelled. b. LQT andBPA coordinate systems in the horizontal plane, with f̂ and ŝ labelled as before. c.
Definition of the various coordinate systems and f̂ and ŝ in the ray-transverse plane. Various angles are defined as: ✓inc is the
inclination angle from vertical up of the ray at the receiver; ✓bazi is the back-azimuth from North of the ray from the receiver
to the source; �1,2 are the angle of the fast direction relative to North and vertical up, respectively; and �0 is the angle of the
fast direction from q̂.

2.1.4 Multi-window stability clustering analysis111

The selection of the start and end of the window around an S-wave phase can signi�cantly a�ect the stability of the112

result. In order to �nd the most stable result, we implement the clustering approach of Teanby et al. (����), varying113

the time of the start and end of the windows and clustering the data to �nd the most stable result. This involves114

repeating the grid-search in �t-� space for each window. An example of multiple windows can be seen in Figure115

�a, with the window duration, start and end window positions, and number of window combinations all possible to116

specify by the user. The optimal splitting parameters, �t and �, for each individual window are clustered using the117

DBSCAN algorithm (Ester et al., ����). This is a deviation from the method of Teanby et al. (����), since we perform118

the clustering in a new domain that optimally deals with the cyclic nature of �. The clustering domain,C, is de�ned119

by,120

C =

0

B@
�̃t.cos(2�)

�̃t.sin(2�)

1

CA , (1)121

where �̃t is the normalised lag time. The optimal overall splitting result for a given source-receiver pair from within122

all the clusters is de�ned as the result with the smallest variance within the cluster with the smallest variance, with123

thewithin-cluster variance for a given cluster c, �2
cluster,c, and the data variance, �2

data,c, given by (Teanby et al., ����),124

�
2
cluster,c =

1

Nc

NcX

n=1

(�tn � �̄tc)
2 + (�n � �̄c)

2
, (2)125

126

�
2
data,c =

 
NcX

n=1

1

�2
�t,n

!�1

+

 
NcX

n=1

1

�2
�,n

!�1

, (3)127
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whereNc is the number of samples in cluster c, and �̄tc, �̄c are themean values of �t, �, for cluster c respectively (see128

Teanby et al. (����) for further details).129

2.1.5 Automation for many receivers andmany earthquakes130

The clusteringmethod of Teanby et al. (����) results in stable shear-wave splitting results for a given source-receiver131

pair, using the eigenvalue method of Silver and Chan (����). However, typically seismicity studies comprise of tens132

to hundreds of receivers and catalogues of thousands to hundreds of thousands of earthquakes. A means of au-133

tomatically quantifying the quality of shear-wave splitting results is therefore desirable. SWSPy contains a class to134

automatically calculate splittingmeasurements over entire earthquake catalogues. Threemetrics for quantifying the135

quality of a splittingmeasurement are: (�) the uncertainty in �t and �, ↵�t and ↵�, respectively; (�) the linearity of the136

result, �2
�1
, with smaller �2

�1
values corresponding to a better result; and (�) the Wuestefeld quality factor, QW , which137

is a measure of the level of agreement between a splitting measurement obtained using the eigenvalue method and138

the cross-correlation method (Wuestefeld et al., ����). The cross-correlation method involves cross-correlating the139

rotated and time-shi�edQ and T traces, searching for amaximum similarity between the twowaveforms (Wuestefeld140

et al., ����). QW is given by,141

QW =

8
>><

>>:

�(1� dnull) for dnull < dgood

(1� dgood) for dnull � dgood

(4)142

where dnull and dgood are given by,143

dnull =
p
2
p

�2 + (⌦� 1)2, (5)144

145

dgood =
p
2
p

(�� 1)2 + ⌦2, (6)146

where � = �tXC/�tEV and ⌦ = (�EV � �XC)/(⇡/4). A good measurement with perfect agreement between the147

eigenvalue and cross-correlation methods should have �tEV = �tXC and �EV = �XC (� = 1,⌦ = 0), givingQW = 1,148

whereas a good null measurement would have � = 0,⌦ = 1, giving QW = �1. QW will be near-zero for a poor149

measurement (see Wuestefeld et al. (����) for more details). Together, these metrics can be used to identify reliable150

good and good-null shear-wave splitting measurements in a fully automated way. An example of this is shown in151

Section �.�.152

2.1.6 S-wave source polarisation153

Once an optimal shear-wave splitting result has been obtained, one can remove the e�ect of shear-wave splitting154

to retrieve the original S-wave radiated from the earthquake source. The initial S-wave source polarisation can be155

obtained from the eigenvalues of the anisotropy-removed S-wave particlemotions in theQT-plane. The S-wave source156

polarisation is a useful, yet underused, parameter for seismic analysis since for a double-couple earthquake source,157

it is the direction of fault slip. We provide an example of how diagnostic source polarisation can be in Section �.�.158

2.1.7 Rotation from the LQT to ZNE coordinate system159

Finally, all the results, including the optimal fast direction (�), the various quality metrics, and the S-wave source160

polarisation are converted from the LQT coordinate system to the ZNE coordinate system (see Figure � for de�nitions161
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of all the relevant angles). The results therefore represent a full �D result.162

2.2 Expanding themethod tomulti-layer media163

The abovemethodhas so far only considered the presence of a single anisotropic layer. However, in realitymany situ-164

ations likely exhibitmultiple anisotropic layers, potentially with di�erent fast-directions and strengths of anisotropy.165

Examples might include SKS phases travelling through a mantle layer and a crustal layer (Barruol and Mainprice,166

����), or S-waves originating at the base of an ice stream travelling through a �ow-dominated anisotropic layer near167

the bed and a vertical compressional layer at shallower depths (Kufner et al., ����). Approximating such systems168

using a single layer shear-wave splitting method will only allow one to measure the apparent splitting (Silver and169

Savage, ����). Obviously this measurement limits the detail to which one can resolve the medium, but it will also re-170

sult in corrected S-wave arrivals that are not optimally linearised. A multi-layer shear-wave splitting method is thus171

required to fully describe such systems, providing additional information on themedia and optimally linearising the172

data.173

Here, we will refer to measuring shear-wave splitting for two-layers and n-layers somewhat interchangeably. Ev-174

erything we describe here for a two-layer problem is theoretically possible for n > 2 layers, but in practice it is rare175

that real-world observations would allow for accurate inversion of more than two layers.176

Others have developed formulations for solving the multi-layer problem by inverting for two layers simultane-177

ously (Özalaybey and Savage, ����; Wolfe and Silver, ����). Although evidence of the performance of these methods178

is limited by the availability of su�cient quality observations, the methods hold theoretically. However, inverting179

for two layers simultaneously doubles the number of degrees of freedom, which inevitably leads to a more poorly180

constrained result. Furthermore, it is highly computationally expensive, with the grid-search space increasing as181

a power of n-layers (tcompute is O((nangles ⇥ ntime�shifts)nlayers)). Another method involves splitting the medium a182

number of box-shaped domains (typically horizontal layers), each with a full anisotropic elastic tensor, and solving183

the Christo�el equation to �nd the theoretical splitting parameters (Wookey, ����; Hammond et al., ����). These184

modelled splitting parameters can then be used in combination with observations to form an inversion to �nd the185

optimal splitting parameters for each layer. This method is likely more stable than the aforementioned simulta-186

neous method, but requires one to explicitly specify the thickness of anisotropic layers (Wookey, ����; Hammond187

et al., ����; Kufner et al., ����). The new method we present here, which is incorporated into SWSPy, di�ers from188

the aforementioned methods in that we measure and remove the multiple anisotropic layers individually, iterating189

from the shallowest (or �nal) layer consecutively to the deepest (or �rst) layer. This method is limited by the crite-190

ria that have to be ful�lled in order to enable measurement of multi-layer splitting compared to the simultaneous191

method of Özalaybey and Savage (����) and Wolfe and Silver (����), but provides better constraint of the result be-192

cause it doesn’t increase the number of degrees of freedom when �nding the optimal splitting parameters for each193

layer. Furthermore, it is signi�cantly more computationally e�cient than simultaneous inversion methods, instead194

scaling as tcompute isO((nangles ⇥ ntime�shifts)⇥ nlayers). Below we describe the new layer-by-layer method for two195

layers, the assumptions required, and an extended derivation for n-layers.196
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2.2.1 Required assumptions197

The layer-by-layer method requires a number of assumptions:198

�. n layers split the S-wave n times (Yardley and Crampin, ����; Silver and Savage, ����).199

�. Each layer has a single e�ective anisotropy. In other words, this method will only resolve the overall e�ect of200

all anisotropic contributions within a given layer, in the same way as the single-layer method.201

�. The delay-time of the deepest layer (layer-�), �t1, must be greater than the longest dominant period component202

of the S-wave.203

�. The signal dominating an initial apparent single-layer measurement is that of the �rst layer of splitting. This204

constraint is likely valid for themajority of scenarios because the �rst-layer only partitions the energy between205

two phases (fast and slow, layer-�).206

�. The anisotropy of each layer has the same frequency-dependent behaviour (i.e. S-waves are not di�erentially207

dispersed by the various layers).208

�. The fast directions of each layer (�1,�2, ..., �n) are not parallel or orthogonal to one another in the QT-plane.209

If they are orthogonal then it will not be possible to di�erentiate between phases from the two layers as the210

fast and slow waves will not undergo further splitting, giving a null result for one of the layers (a null result is211

de�ned as where anisotropy is indistinguishable).212

Although these criteriamight appear stringent, it is likely that a number of physical scenariosmeet these conditions.213

2.2.2 Themethod for two-layers214

The multi-layer splitting method measures the splitting parameters for each individual layer (�i, �ti), as well as the215

apparent splitting parameters using the single-layer method (�app, �tapp) so that the signi�cance of the multi-layer216

result beyond the single-layer result can be quanti�ed. These parameters are measured as follows:217

�. The apparent splitting parameters are measured using the single-layer method for a window, wininit, contain-218

ing all the S-wave energy (see Section �.�).219

�. The initial window is partitioned into two windows, one from twininit,start to twininit,start + �tapp, and another220

from twininit,start + �tapp to twininit,end.221

�. The splitting parameters are measured for each of the these windows, using the eigenvalue method (see Sec-222

tion �.�), with the most linearised result (smallest �2/�1) de�ned as the optimal splitting parameters for the223

shallowest layer (layer � for a two-layer problem).224

�. The entire S-wave arrival over wininit is then corrected to remove the splitting for layer �.225

�. The splitting parameters are then measured for this corrected data over wininit. The optimal splitting param-226

eters measured here correspond to the deepest layer (layer �).227

8
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�. One can then con�rmwhether the two-layer solution provides amore accurate description of themedium than228

the single-layer, apparent solution. Here, we de�ne this as a solution where the multi-layer result is: (�) more229

linear (i.e. (�2/�1)multi�layer < (�2/�1)single�layer); and (�) the fast directions of the two layers have di�erent230

orientations, a�er accounting for uncertainty. Here, we de�ne (�2/�1)multi�layer in a similar way to Wolfe and231

Silver (����), except summing over �2/�1 rather than �2,232

(�2/�1)multi�layer =
nX

n=1

✓
�2

�1

◆

n

, (7)233

where n denotes the nth layer.234

2.2.3 Extension to n-layers235

Section �.�.� describes the multi-layer method speci�cally for two layers, for clarity. However, extension of the236

method for n-layers is theoretically trivial. Steps � to � in Section �.�.� can be repeated for cascading smaller win-237

dows, using �t2,app, �t3,app, ..., �tn,app to partition the windows in each case. However, practically there is a limit to238

how many layers can be measured independently. Various S-wave phase arrivals are more likely to be indiscernible239

from one another as the number of layers to solve for becomes greater, since each layer is thinner, which inevitably240

leads to smaller delay times. Window lengthswill also become smaller, leading to less stable solutions. Furthermore,241

energy partitioning associated with splitting due to each layer will reduce the S-wave amplitudes by 1/2n for n-layers,242

reducing the SNR of each individual S-wave phase arrival. Therefore, although we include the extension to n-layers243

for completeness, we only provide examples solving for up to two layers.244

2.3 Example of SWSPy usage245

SWSPy supports automated measurement of shear-wave splitting for simple single source-receiver pairs to many246

many receivers and many sources. Here, we provide a simple example of how to measure shear-wave splitting for a247

single source at multiple receivers and an example of how one can perform forwardmodelling to generate synthetic248

signals exhibiting shear-wave splitting. A comprehensive set of examples for every result presented in this work are249

provided within the SWSPy package.250

2.3.1 Measuring shear-wave splitting for an earthquake251

SWSPy is implementedusing a python class-based structure (see Listing �), heavily utilising obspy for seismic data in-252

put andoutput (Krischer et al., ����). One creates a splittingObject , by passing an obspy data stream, st , contain-253

ing seismic traces for all receivers and all components over the earthquake arrival time period. Various parameters254

de�ning the windows and parameter search space can then be speci�ed as splittingObject.parameter , before255

performing the shear-wave splitting analysis. The shear-wave splitting analysis in Listing � is performed using the256

function perform_sws_analysis , which performs shear-wave splitting for a single layer. To instead use the multi-257

layer (layer-by-layer)method, one can simply replace this functionwith the function perform_sws_analysis_multi_layer .258

Listing 1 Example use of splittingObject to perform shear-wave splitting analysis

import swspy, obspy259

260
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# Create splitting object:261

st = obspy.read(<path_to_data>)262

splittingObject = swspy.splitting.create_splitting_object(st)263

264

# Specify some key parameters...265

splittingObject.overall_win_start_pre_fast_S_pick = 0.3266

splittingObject.overall_win_start_post_fast_S_pick = 0.2267

splittingObject.max_t_shift_s = 1.0268

269

# Perform splitting analysis:270

splittingObject.perform_sws_analysis(coord_system="ZNE", sws_method="EV")271

272

# Plot and save result:273

# (saves splittingObject.sws_result_df to csv file)274

splittingObject.plot()275

splittingObject.save_result()276

2.3.2 Forwardmodelling277

SWSPy also supports forward modelling, for generating synthetic seismograms passing through anisotropic media.278

An example of creating a synthetic seismogram for an S-wave with a dominant frequency of ��Hz travelling through279

a layer that has a fast direction of 60o and �t = 0.5 s is shown in Listing �. Such forward modelling is included for280

verifying SWSPy performance and solving inversion problems, for example.281

Listing 2 Example use of generating a synthetic seismogram st

import swspy282

283

# Create source-time function:284

seismogram_dur_s = 10.0285

sampling_rate_hz = 1000.0286

st = swspy.splitting.forward_model.create_src_time_func(seismogram_dur_s, sampling_rate_hz)287

288

# Specify layer anisotropy parameters:289

phi_from_N = 60290

dt = 0.5291

back_azi = 0292

event_inclin_angle_at_station = 0293

294

# Apply splitting:295

st = swspy.splitting.forward_model.add_splitting(st, phi_from_N, dt, back_azi,296

event_inclin_angle_at_station)297
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3 Examples298

3.1 Simple icequake example299

Here, we use a real-world earthquake at a glacier as an example of S-wave splitting analysis performed using SWSPy,300

speci�cally focusing on the key attributes that indicate a reliable measurement. Figure � shows a basal stick-slip301

icequake S-wave arrival at a single receiver from Rutford Ice Stream, Antarctica (Hudson et al., ����a; Smith et al.,302

����). Glacier ice can exhibit a strongly anisotropic fabric, which combined with low noise levels in Antarctica pro-303

vides an ideal real-world example of S-wave splitting (Smith et al., ����; Harland et al., ����; Kufner et al., ����).304

Basal stick-slip icequakes also provide an ideal example because their S-wave source polarisations are typically well-305

constrained, aligned approximately in the direction of ice �ow (160o from North (Smith et al., ����)), in this case306

con�rmed by full-waveform source mechanism inversion (Hudson et al., ����a).307

There are a number of key attributes that represent a well-constrained splitting result. Useful attributes for quan-308

tifying the quality of a splitting result are:309

�. Checking the raw vs. splitting-removed waveforms in the ZNE coordnate system (see Figure �a). Firstly, the310

majority of the S-wave arrival wave packet should lie between the last of the possible window starts and the311

�rst of the possible window ends (grey vertical lines, Figure �a). Secondly, the wave packet of the splitting-312

removed wave packet have a shorter duration than the raw data.313

�. Maximising and minimising energy on splitting-removed P and A components, respectively (red data, Figure314

�b). The amplitude ratio of the P to A components represents the linearity of the splitting-removed particle315

motions, which is quanti�ed by the ratio of eigenvalues (�2/�1), with smaller �2/�1 values representing a more316

linearised result. For the icequake, �2/�1 = 0.033, with the majority of energy contained in the P component,317

with only a small packet of energy arriving on the A component.318

�. Fast and slow S-wave phases should arrive at di�erent times prior to splitting removal and aligned in time post319

the removal of splitting (see right panel of Figure �c).320

�. Approximately linear particle motion in the North-East plane (see Figure �d). For the icequake in Figure �, the321

particle motion is approximately linearised, except for a small perturbation approximately perpendicular to322

the dominant strike, with a source polarisation of ⇠ 165o ± 6o from North, which is in agreement with the ice323

�ow direction and source mechanism inversion (Hudson et al., ����a).324

�. Checking the stability of the clustering analysis (see Figure �e). At least some of the cluster samples should have325

small uncertainties, resulting in a stable � and �t solution. A comprehensive description of how the clustering326

analysis should be interpreted can be found in Teanby et al. (����).327

�. A distinct minimum in the eigenvalue ratio within �� �t space (see Figure �f). The icequake exhibits a distinct,328

single global minimum, with the optimal solution indicated by the green point and associated error bars. Note329

that � is � from Q (�0, Figure �). The �� �t space plot is useful for interrogating whether cycle skipping occurs.330

If cycle skipping were dominating the result, then there might be multiple minima, with associated � values331
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separated by 90o and multiple possible �t values, corresponding to the phase-lag of the cycle skipping. The332

icequake result shown here is a relatively simple arrival, not exhibiting any signi�cant cycle skipping.333

�. Measurement quality parameters �2/�1 and QW . SWSPy outputs multiple parameters that indicate the quality334

of a S-wave splitting result. The linearity of the result is quanti�ed by the eigenvalue ratio �2/�1, as discussed335

above. SWSPy can also calculate the so-called Wuestefeld quality factor, QW (Wuestefeld et al., ����), where336

QW = 1 is a good result, QW = 0 is a poor result, and QW = �1 is a good null result. QW for the icequake337

in Figure � is �.���, which con�rms that the result is consistent using both eigenvalue and cross-correlation338

methods. However, these measurement quality parameters inevitably are important for automated �ltering of339

many results, for which it is otherwise impractical to check every individual result. For automated analysis, we340

recommend using quality parameters in combination with uncertainty in � and �t to �lter out spurious results341

(see Section �.� for an example).342

3.2 Teleseismic shear-wave splitting343

Here, we demonstrate the performance of SWSPy for teleseismic shear-wave splitting. Teleseismic shear-wave split-344

ting of SKS, PKS, and SKKS phases is a common technique used to constrain upper mantle deformation patterns345

(Silver and Chan, ����; Kendall et al., ����; Becker and Lebedev, ����, e.g.). These core transiting phases enable re-346

liable shear-wave splitting measurements of the mantle, due to their near-vertical incidence and radial polarisation347

caused by a P-to-S conversion when exiting the core (Hall et al., ����).348

Figure � shows data from the Mw7.1 �th February ���� Celebus Sea earthquake, recorded at the station NEE in349

California, US. Previous shear-wave splitting analysis, using the shear-wave splitting code SHEBA (Wuestefeld et al.,350

����), identi�ed discrepant SKS-SKKS shear-wave splitting where SKS was a null result (i.e., no shear-wave splitting)351

and SKKS exhibited clear shear-wave splitting, with � = 74o ± 5o, �t = 1.05 ± 0.07s, which is interpreted as a single352

layer of seismic anisotropy in the lowermost mantle (Asplet et al., ����). Unlike the ice example, for teleseismic353

shear-waves �t << T , the dominant period of the signal, so the fast and slow S-wave arrivals will not be isolated in354

time and gives the characteristic elliptical particle motion (see Figure �d). Using SWSPy, we remeasure the shear-355

wave splitting of the SKKS phase and obtain � = 74.2o ± 14.0o, �t = 1.05 ± 0.175s (see Figure �). These shear-wave356

splitting parameters agree, within measurement uncertainty, with the SHEBA results. We are also able to retrieve357

a source polarisation of 115o ± 7o, which is consistent with the measurement from SHEBA of 115° and the observed358

back-azimuth of 294o, following the assumption that SKS is radially polarised. When we correct for the measured359

shear-wave splitting (see Figure �d) we can see the particle motion has been well linearised, with �2�1 = 0.018.360

This example only demonstrates a simple teleseismic use case. In reality,modern teleseismic shear-wave splitting361

studies, particularly those focusing on the lowermost mantle, are more involved. Preprocessing of shear-wave split-362

ting datasets, such as stacking (Deng et al., ����) and beamforming (Wolf et al., ����), allow for clearer identi�cation363

of SKS, SKKS and S�KS phases, especially in noisy datasets. To process large datasets automated approaches for clas-364

sifying null and split shear-wave splitting using QW and �2/�1 have been developed (Walpole et al., ����). Advances365

in modelling plausible anisotropic fabrics from shear-wave splitting measurements (Creasy et al., ����; Asplet et al.,366

����) allow formore quantitative interpretation of observations. The design of SWSPy allows it to be easily integrated367
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a b

c

d e
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Figure 3 Example of a full output result from SWSPy for an icequake at Rutford Ice Stream, Antarctica, from Hudson et al.
(2020a). a. Vertical, North and East component seismograms for the S-wave arrival. Black waveforms are the uncorrected
data and red are post splitting correction. b. P and A component waveforms pre and post splitting. c. Fast (solid) and slow
(dashed) S-wave arrivals before (le� panel) and a�er (right panel) the delay time shi�. d. Particle motions in the North-
East plane before (le� panel) and a�er (right panel) the splitting correction. e. Uncertainty in � and �t for all the clustering
samples. f. � � �t space for the optimal cluster result, coloured by eigenvalue ratio. The darker the colour, the smaller the
eigenvalue ratio. The optimal splitting result occurs at the globalminimum in the�� �t space, with the optimal solution and
its associated uncertainty indicated by the green point and error bars.

into these developing analysis work�ows.368

3.3 Application of automated S-wave splitting analysis of many earthquakes at a volcano369

The previous examples focus on single observations. However, recent advances in the sensitivity and density of370

instrumentation, combined with computational developments, have resulted in earthquake catalogues containing371

thousands to millions of events. This presents an opportunity for higher resolution S-wave velocity anisotropy stud-372

ies. To process such datasets, automation is required. Here, we verify the performance of fully automated S-wave373

splitting measurements using SWSPy, before showing how this automated S-wave splitting analysis can provide an374

enhanced picture of the presence of �uids at a volcano.375

Results for ���� earthquakes at Uturuncu volcano, Bolivia, are shown in Figure � (Hudson et al., ����). This376

earthquake catalogue is derived from a fully automated detection algorithm (Hudson et al., ����). Figure �a shows377
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a b

c
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e

Figure 4 Example of SKKS phase arriving at station NEE from Asplet et al. (2020). a. Vertical, North and East component
seismograms for the S-wave arrival. b. P and A component waveforms pre and post splitting. c. Fast and slow S-wave arrivals
before and a�er the delay time shi�. d. Particle motions in the North-East plane before and a�er the splitting correction. e.
�� �t space for the optimal cluster result. See Figure 3 caption for further labelling details.

the un�ltered distribution of fast S-wave polarisations for all source-receiver pairs in the entire Uturuncu dataset378

compared to a �ltered subset of the data. The �ltered subset that are de�ned as well-constrained measurements are379

S-wave splitting results with QW > 0.5, a fast S-wave polarisation direction uncertainty, ↵� < 10o, and a delay-time380

uncertainty, ↵�t < 0.1 s. The �ltered subset of fast directions exhibits one dominant direction of anisotropy strik-381

ing SE-NW. The anisotropy causing these results could be a combination of the crystallographic orientation of the382

medium and/or fractures. Here, we assume that for a volcano that is actively deforming (Pritchard et al., ����), the383

anisotropy is likely dominated by fracturing (a full discussion of the possiblemechanisms of anisotropy and justi�ca-384

tion of this assumption can be found in Hudson et al. (����)). To verify whether the measured fast directions shown385

in Figure �a are truly representing a fractured fabric, we compare the results to independently measured fault strike386

data, derived from the spatial distribution of microseismicity (see Hudson et al. (����) for details). The fault strike387
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data shows two orthogonal sets of fractures (Figure �b). The fast directions from the shear-wave splitting align paral-388

lel to one set of fault strikes. Attenuation tomography at Uturuncu volcano (Hudson et al., ����) indicates that �uids389

are likely present dominantly in faults with this orientation, controlled by the regional stress �eld of the deforming390

volcano,which is depicted in Figure �c. The S-wave anisotropy results are therefore consistentwith the interpretation391

from independent observations, verifying the performance of the automated S-wave splitting approach.392

The aforementioned �lter criteria are necessarily strict, in order to yield su�ciently high quality measurements393

to interpret. Such strict criteria have limited analysis of automated S-wave splitting measurements in the past be-394

cause too many events are discarded (Crampin and Gao, ����). However, recent developments in the number of395

earthquakes that can be automatically detected means that, in this example, one still has thousands of observations396

that meet these criteria. This is likely also the case for other datasets. Fully automated shear-wave spliting methods397

are the only practical means of processing such large datasets.398

Shear-wave splitting analysis also yields S-wave source polarisations, which for double-couple faults is oriented399

in the direction of fault slip. This is clearly illustrated by comparing the fault strikes to SWSPy derived S-wave source400

polarisations, which approximately agree for both sets of orthogonal fault strikes. The S-wave source polarisations401

contain a greater spread, either caused by uncertainty in themeasurements or by some of the earthquakes exhibiting402

a volumetric focal mechanism component. However, S-wave source polarisation data are seldom used in anisotropy403

or crustal-stress studies. We emphasise these observations in order to encourage others to consider using these data404

to provide additional information on fracture processes and the stress-state of a medium.405

N
σ

σ

σ

σ

Fluid-filled fractures

Dry fractures

Prevailing stress field

a b c

Figure 5 Summary of S-wave splitting analysis for 1356 earthquakes from Uturuncu volcano, Bolivia (Hudson et al., 2023).
a. Rose histogram of automaticallymeasured S-wave fast directions, before and a�er filtering (filters applied are:QW > 0.5;
↵� < 10o; ↵�t < 0.1 s). b. Rose histogram of filtered S-wave fast directions, S-wave source polarisations and fault strikes .
Fault strikes are derived fromprincipal component analysis of spatial distribution of clusteredmicroseismicity (Hudson et al.,
2022). c. Summary of the interpretations of anisotropy combined with source polarisation information.

3.4 Multi-layer examples406

3.4.1 Forwardmodel example407

We �rst demonstrate the performance of the new multi-layer splitting method on modelled data, before applying it408

to a real-world example. Figure � shows results for a two-layer forward model. Shear-wave splitting is applied twice409

to a Ricker wavelet with a centre frequency of ��Hz and a source polarisation of 0o N to simulate a wave propagating410
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through a two layer medium (�layer1 = 60o and �layer2 = 40o, �tlayer1 = 0.5 s and �tlayer2 = 0.2 s). Figure � show results411

for an apparent measurement (assuming a single-layer) and our new explicit layer-by-layer approach.412

The apparent shear-wave splitting measurement shown in Figure �a-d obviously does not �nd the true result.413

However, the � � �t space (see Figure �d) shows that the apparent measurement is sensitive to both layers, with414

clearly distinct minima at �t = 0.2 s and �t = 0.5 s. The �rst layer exhibits the stronger splitting signal, as expected415

theoretically, and so is the result that dominates the solution. The sensitivity of this measurement to both layers416

theoretically makes sense because rotating the original traces into either of the individual layer planes will typically417

result in more linearised data, but only minimised for one layer. This exempli�es the �ndings of Silver and Savage418

(����), who describe how apparent single-layer splitting measurements can be used to decipher certain aspects of419

multi-layered anisotropic media. Incidentally, the � � �t space also shows a strong cycle-skipping signal, caused by420

the symmetry of the modelled source-time function and the multiple time-shi�s resulting from the two layers. It is421

this cycle-skipping that would make picking the distinct minima for each layer in �� �t challenging. If this problem422

could be overcome, then it may be possible in certain instances to isolate relative splitting properties for each layer.423

Overall, the corrected waveforms are only linearised for layer-� (see Figure �c), and the fast-direction and source424

polarisation are not correct, due to the remaining e�ect of the layer-� splitting.425

Results for the new layer-by-layer splitting measurement method presented in this work are more promising426

(see Figure �i-l). The anisotropy exhibited by the two layers is well resolved by the method, with all results close to427

the true values and the majority in agreement, within uncertainty. The corrected waveforms further emphasise the428

performance of our new layer-by-layer method (see Figure �g compared to Figure �c). Overall, these results provide429

us with con�dence that our new multi-layer method can resolve multi-layer anisotropy.430

3.4.2 Icequake example431

There are few real-world examples of successful multi-layer S-wave velocity anisotropy measurements (Silver and432

Savage, ����; Rümpker and Silver, ����; Levin et al., ����), likely primarily due to challenges associated withmaking433

such measurements rather than a lack of real-world multi-layered anisotropic media. However, glacier ice can pro-434

vide a real-world example of multi-layer anisotropy. Typically, previous glacier anisotropy studies assume a single435

dominant ice fabric caused by crystals in the ice fabric being preferentially aligned by ice �ow (Smith et al., ����;436

Harland et al., ����). However, recent observations suggest that Rutford Ice Stream instead has multiple distinguish-437

able layers of anisotropy (Jordan et al., ����; Kufner et al., ����). Indications of this can be seen in Figure �d, where438

a proportion of the particle motion in the North-East plane is not fully linearised. We therefore use this icequake to439

demonstrate performance of the multi-layer splitting method applied to real data.440

Figure � shows the horizontal particle motion for a two-layer S-wave splitting result compared to the single-layer441

result from Figure �. The eigenvalue ratio, �2/�1, indicates that the two-layer result is approximately twice as well442

linearised compared to the single-layer result. This demonstrates that a two-layermediumdescribes the observations443

better than a single-layer medium. The more linear result also allows for greater constraint of the S-wave source444

polarisation. The two-layer solution includes the delay-time and fast-direction of both layers. The delay-times of the445

two layers sum to the delay time measured for a single layer, as expected. The two fast directions are distinct from446

one another, a�er accounting for uncertainty. This provides us with con�dence that the result represents a physical447
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Figure 6 Synthetic, forward model example of multi-layer S-wave splitting analysis, for a medium with two layers of
anisotropy (�layer1 = 60o,�layer2 = 40o, �tlayer1 = 0.5s, �tlayer2 = 0.2s) and an S-wave with an initial source polarisa-
tion of 0o from North. (a)-(d). Results for an apparent, e�ective single-layer measurement (see Figure 3 for more details on
labelling of subplots). (e)-(h). Results for an explicit, layer-by-layer two-layer inversion. Blue data in (g)are the particle mo-
tions a�er the intermediate correction for layer-2 only.

two-layer system, rather than a better �t simply being due to an additional two degrees of freedom of themulti-layer448

solution. However, the additional degrees of freedom of multi-layer splitting analysis should be treated with caution449

due to the potential for over-�tting. We suggest that one should reject a higher-order layer solution compared to a450

lower-order layer solution if consecutive layers have fast directions that are the same within uncertainty. This is also451

why we favour measuring anisotropic layer properties consecutively rather than all together in a direct inversion,452

as our consecutive-layer method only has the same number of degrees of freedom per layer measurement as the453

single-layer method.454

The icequake result shown in Figure � demonstrates that the method shows promise for interrogating multiple455

layers of anisotropy that are likely present in numerous real-world scenarios.456

4 Discussion457

4.1 Benefits and limitations458

The aforementioned examples indicate the performance of SWSPy for various shear-wave velocity anisotropy appli-459

cations. For individual source-receiver measurements, it provides stable measurements as a result of the Teanby460

et al. (����) multi-window method combined with the use of more advanced clustering algorithms. �D splitting461

measurements are implemented, as de�ned in Walsh et al. (����), allowing SWSPy to likely be useful for measuring462
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Figure 7 Example of single-layer vs. multi-layer S-wave splitting analysis horizontal particle motions for the icequake in
Figure 3. a. Single-layer measurement particle motion results before (le�) and a�er (right) the splitting correction. b. Multi-
layer measurement particle motion results before (le�) and a�er (right) the splitting correction (blue data are initial layer-2
only correction). Text in (a) and (b) shows key results from the respective S-wave splitting analyses.

anisotropy using borehole data or settingswithout a signi�cant shallow velocity gradient. For large datasets compris-463

ing of many source-receiver pairs, SWSPy includes a fully-automated work�ow that can easily be adapted due to the464

modular nature of the python package. Parameters that can be used to �lter spurious outputs from fully-automated465

analyses are provided, including quality metrics (QW ,�2/�1) and uncertainty measurements (↵�,↵�t). The ability to466

process many thousands tomillions of shear-wave splittingmeasurements will hopefully enable shear-wave velocity467

anisotropy tomography studies to be performed, with a signi�cant increase in the number of observations reducing468

the inherently under-constrained nature of the tomography problem. Such anisotropy tomography studies could be469

useful for imaging deformation at volcanoes (Johnson and Savage, ����) or measuring fracture density at the surface470

of glaciers (Hudson et al., ����b; Gajek et al., ����).471

A further advance provided by SWSPy is the ability to measure multi-layer anisotropy. This will enable users to472

study systems in more detail, as well as attempt to isolate speci�c layers of interest. One such example is removing473

the e�ect of crustal anisotropy from teleseismicmeasurements for example, which occurs when the crust and upper474

mantle have di�erent anisotropic properties (e.g., Silver and Savage, ����; Hammond et al., ����; Gao et al., ����).475

Multi-layer anisotropy measurements can also be used to discriminate multiple anisotropic layers in the mid (e.g.,476

Wookey et al., ����; Foley and Long, ����; Nowacki et al., ����) or lowermost mantle (e.g., Reiss et al., ����; Asplet477

et al., ����; Lutz et al., ����). Furthermore, multi-layer measurements could also provide additional observational478

constraint for anisotropy tomography (Kufner et al., ����).479

SWSPy also has limitations. One limitation is the metrics provided to quantify the quality of a result (QW ,�2/�1).480

While these parameters can prove useful in some instances, we �nd that they are not universally reliable. We �nd481

that the uncertainty measurements provide the most useful way to remove spurious results, at least for the volcanic482

example provided here (see Figure �). However, in some cases the stated uncertainty may be an underestimate of483

the true uncertainty. Areas of further work are therefore better measurement quality metrics and more robustly484

estimated uncertainty. A further limitation is associated with the layer-by-layer multi-layer anisotropy method pre-485

sented here. The method requires a speci�c set of assumptions, and although the data we present here meets these486

assumptions, it is likely that certain datasets will not. The method should therefore be applied cautiously, consider-487
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ing the assumptions carefully when interpreting any results. A �nal potential limitation is that SWSPy is written in488

python, an inherently slow object-oriented language compared to other languages such as C or julia. To minimise489

this limitation, SWSPy is accelerated using numba (Lam et al., ����) to compile and parallelise the computationally490

heavy functions. Although one could further increase the e�ciency by implementing the package in a lower level491

language, we have not opted to do this, in order to make the package as accessible as possible to users.492

4.2 Benefits of shear-wave splitting beyond anisotropy studies493

The applications of shear-wave splitting reach beyond imaging subsurface anisotropy. A valuable, yet under utilised494

parameter is the S-wave source polarisation. Figure � shows how source polarisation can provide an independent495

measurement of fault orientation, at least for double-couple sources (Hudson et al., ����). Another useful output496

from shear-wave splitting are anisotropy-corrected waveforms. Correcting for anisotropy is important for perform-497

ing full-waveform inversions using isotropic models, for example to invert for earthquake sourcemechanisms (Hud-498

son et al., ����a). The new multi-layer method presented here will further reduce the mis�t when comparing data499

from seismic waves that propagates through multiple anisotropic layers to isotropic full-waveform models. One �-500

nal application is the removal of shear-wave splitting e�ects when calculating earthquake magnitudes. Shear-wave501

splitting can cause S-wave phases to overlap and interfere with one another, altering the apparent frequency content.502

This can result in additional uncertainty in moment magnitude calculations (Stork et al., ����). The ability to easily503

incorporate shear-wave splitting corrections intomomentmagnitude work�owsmay reduce uncertainty inmoment504

magnitude catalogues, relevant for improved seismic monitoring (Schultz et al., ����).505
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